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Between High-tech Machines and Compost Latrines

OAXACA, Oaxaca July 2, 1996

By William F. Foote

How do they make quesillo, that stringy cheese found in quesadillas? Good question.
It’s the best-kept secret in Etla Valley, a dairy region located just north of Oaxaca City.
Not that the competition lacks the recipe for Mexico’s favorite cheese, also known as
queso Oaxaca. Indeed, 90 percent of the quesillo consumed here comes from the neighbor-
ing state of Puebla. No, Etla’s cheese vendors are worried about local consumers, not
distant competitors; and it’s not their recipe, per se, that’s secret; just one ingredient.

Until recently, the dairy producers themselves didn’t even know what it was. In
1993, during an unsuccessful application for a national rule of origin (which would
have made quesillo production exclusive to the state of Oaxaca), they found out:

"Human fecal matter," explained Rub6n Langle, a Iocal veterinarian. "The labora-
tory results showed significant traces of it in the cheese."

Tethered to the stables behind Langle, a half-dozen patients mooed unhappily,
their udders infected from diseases spawned by summer rains and no drainage. Ac-
cording to the animal doctor, who treats sick beasts across the valley, the cheese mak-
ers have kept a lid on the lab results since 1993. So the secret lives on. "Dairy farmers
still irrigate with contaminated water, cows still feed on fecal-laden alfalfa, and

Veterinarian Rubdn Langle (right) sitting beside dairy producer and
sick milk cows in Etla Valley, Oaxaca



locally-produced quesillo still causes diarrhea through-
out Oaxaca City," said the vet.

Having suffered from stomach troubles recently, I
have few qualms about squealing on the Etla farmers. To
be fair, however, their problem reflects larger issues be-
yond local control- namely, the onset of a generalized
sewage crisis in and around most of Mexico’s cities.

Many blame modernization. As in most developing
countries, the demand for economic development has
overridden the need for natural-resources manage-
ment. In the case of water, persistent population
growth, chaotic urbanization and industrialization
without pollution controls have choked Mexico’s rivers
with untreated human waste and chemical contami-
nants. Around here, swollen udders and belly aches are
merely daily inconveniences, mild annoyances com-
pared to the more serious consequences of a rising tide
of raw sewage.

In 1994, the government officially recognized the
presence of cholera a water-borne disease in the
state of Oaxaca, following several years of denial. Last
year saw at least 300 cases across the state.1 Hardly sur-
prising: Oaxaca City dumps a daily average of nearly
60,000 cubic meters of raw sewage into the Rio Atoyac,
the state’s biggest fiver and principal irrigation source.2
Yet not everything flushes downstream. In recent
years, toxic seepage through urban riverbanks into un-
derground aquifers has contaminated many of the
city’s wells, whence more than 80 percent of the state
capital’s drinking water comes.

Here and elsewhere, water-related worries are keep-
ing public officials and environmentalists awake at
night. Across Mexico, a debate is raging over the best
way to offset a nationwide paucity of sewage treatment
programs. It began in 1993, when Congress passed
tough yet toothless clean-water legislation. Today, in
the aftermath of the December 1994 peso devaluation,
the question remains: how can cities clean up in times
of cholera and crisis?

In Oaxaca City, the opinions diverge in two general
directions. On one hand, urban water authorities advo-
cate the use of sophisticated, high-cost technology (i.e.,
giant, centralized sewage-treatment plants). On the
other, a growing number of civic groups, private busi-
nesses and some government agencies argue for
simpler solutions and alternative technologies. These
range from tinkering with conventional methods (e.g.,
smaller, multiple sewage-treatment plants) to rejecting
traditional "First World" treatment and instead ad-
dressing the waste-water problem at its source (e.g.,
waterless, compost latrines).

This newsletter explores the options currently under
consideration in Oaxaca. Admittedly, sewage-related
problems and their solutions are long-term; during the
past month I have merely splashed the surface. In doing
so, however, it has become clear that, in at least one re-
spect, Oaxaca’s water experts stand on common ground:
they agree that urbanization has produced a big mess.
Yet, their fundamental disagreement as to the fight clean-
up alternatives is crippling prospects for change.

Also, given the taboo issue of city sewage, misinfor-
mation abounds. In order to move forward, local water
authorities should take the toilet talks public. Put an-
other way, the average Jos6 should participate in the
process of selecting the right ingredients for sewage
treatment. It is Jos6’s waste, after all. And, as discussed
later, the advantages of a well-informed and active citi-
zenry are already evident in successful initiatives like
Oaxaca’s dry-latrines program.

In the final analysis, whether big or small, high-tech
or low-tech, the success of any atonement for Mexico’s
past indifference to sewage problems will hinge on
securing community participation and, of course, suffi-
cient funding. For now, given the country’s ongoing re-
cession, emphasis should probably fall on the former. In
the meantime, for the sake of sick cows, quesillo consu-
mers and cholera victims, no more sewer secrets.

TRADITIONAL TREATMENT: MEXICO
EMULATES THE UNITED STATES

And why shouldn’t Mexico copy its northern neigh-
bor? After all, as late as 1940 more than two-thirds of
Americans living in communities with sewers dis-
charged raw sewage into waterways with little more
than fine screening.3 A half-century later, carefully-
drawn government water regulation and citizen action
have rescued rivers and streams, turning hopeless
causes into resounding success stories.

Consider the Hudson River. Just thirty years ago, it
was little more than a 350omile sewer choked with un-
treated domestic waste, industrial pollutants and agri-
cultural runoff. Today the river pulses with life, as
stated recently by the New York Times:

"Fish populations are healthier than they have been
in years, while cities and towns that once turned their
backs on the river are realizing that they can build a
new economy around tourism and recreation."4

What made it so? According to sewage literature,
river rebirth in the U.S. can be attributed to several key
factors: first, a post-World War II boom in both sewer
building and sewage-treatment plant construction; sec-

1. El Sur, Feb. 27, 1996.

2. El Sur, March 2, 1996.

3. Joel A. Tarr, "The Why and Wherefrom of Sewers," in Carol Hupping Stoner (ed.), Goodbye to the Flush Toilet, (1987), p.18.
4. The New York Times, June 16, 1996.
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ond, the Federal Clean Water Act of 1972,. which man-
dated tough controls on municipal and industrial waste
and provided billions of dollars in Federal aid; and fi-
nally, credit-worthy municipalities, which are fully ca-
pable of financing the operation and maintenance of so-
phisticated waste-water technology.5 As a result, about
350,000 sewage treatment plants span the U.S. today.

Impressive, but what about Mexico? Following
World War II, it was too busy industrializing to worry
about sewage. Unlike the U.S., in the 1960s and ’70s it
did not experience the birth of a powerful environmen-
tal movement dedicated to saving rivers and lobbying
for related statutes. Due to Mexico’s fierce fiscal central-
ism, moreover, its financially-weak municipalities can-
not assume the high cost of building and/or operating
high-tech treatment plants. Not surprisingly, by 1990
Mexico had constructed only 350 sewage-cleaning facil-
ities, less than one percent of those existing in the U.S.6

It’s never too late, however. Thus reasoned the
administration of former President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari (1989-1994), which introduced sweeping envi-
ronmental regulations to help pave the way for the pas-
sage of NAFTA. In 1993, Mexico’s Congress passed the
new Federal Water Law, which subjects municipal gov-
ernments to fines if they do not clean their raw sewage.

In line with Salinas’s free-market reforms, the water sec-
tor was partially opened to private investment.

Within months, foreign companies were fiercely com-
peting to gain a hold in Mexico’s water industry. By the
summer of 1994, powerful European concerns
Thames, Severn Trent, North West Water, Biwater, An-
glian Water of the UK; Lyonnaise des Eaux and G6n6-
rale des Eaux of France had won contracts worth
over U.S.$1 billion to erect water treatment plants or to
modernize municipal water systems.7 Numerous Mexi-
can cities Canc6n, Guadalajara, Leon, Puebla, Mata-
moros, Monterrey, Toluca hired private companies
to build and operate sewage-treatment plants, helping
to boost the total number of facilities in Mexico today to
approximately 3,000.8

Where was Oaxaca? In 1994, the city hired a large
Spanish construction company, Fomento de Constru-
ciones y Contratas (FCC), to conduct a feasibility study
for the modernization of its ancient water system.
Together with its Mexican partner, Tribasa, FCC pro-
posed, among other things, the construction of an enor-
mous, centralized sewage-treatment plant.9 At today’s
prices, the facility would cost about P$150 million
(U.S.$20 million) to build. Approximately half that
amount would finance the sinking of giant sewage

Three Oaxacans who
opposed Mexico’s Clean

Water Act of 1993

5. Joel A. Tarr, "The Why and Wherefrom of Sewers," in Carol Hupping Stoner (ed.), Goodbye to the Flush Toilet, (1987), p.18
6. Figures on U.S. and Mexican sewage treatment plants provided by local water industry executive, Leopoldo Cabilleses, dur-
ing an interview in Oaxaca City.
7. The Financial Times, June 1, 1994.

8. Interestingly enough, virtually no U.S. companies participated in this spate of water-services privatizations in Mexico. Ac-
cording to industry experts, this is due to the fact that 90 percent of water and waste-water treatment in the U.S is managed by
municipalities or other governmental agencies with little or no incentive to export their expertise. In the United Kingdom, by
contrast, water and waste-water treatment is entirely private, and in France it’s 80 percent private. International Business
Magazine 1996.

9. The proposed plant would have the capacity to treat 1,000 liters of waste water per second.
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pipes alongside the city’s twin rivers, thus re-routing
waste water to the central plant. Despite the cost, local
water authorities were allegedly excited, studying the
proposal into late 1994. Then Mexico devalued the peso
and everything changed.

"Privatization would be extremely difficult today,"
said Rub6n Dario Herrera, director of Oaxaca’s Instituto
Estatal del Agua State Water Institute (IEA). Just back
from a business trip, the engineer greeted me one recent
evening inside his plush office. It was pouring rain out-
side and I was soaked. "You wouldn’t think we have
water shortages here, would you?" he said, chuckling as
I hung my coat.

Oaxaca’s maximum water authority, Dario Herrera
travels often. In the past year, in fact, he has visited most
of the sewage plants built by private companies before
the onset of Mexico’s recession. That, he stated, was "a
depressing experience."

To illustrate current problems, he pointed to the city
of Puebla, which, before the devaluation, agreed to pay
its private concessionaire 40 pesos per cubic meter of
water treated. Today, due to the costs of imported tech-
nology, which were usually indexed to foreign curren-
cies, tlat price has jumped by nearly 100 percent to
around 70 to 80 pesos per cubic meter. "Across Mexico,
municipalities simply can’t afford to pay concession-
aires anymore," said Dario Herrera, adding that "virtu-
ally every plant I’ve seen is out of operation."

Despite such high-priced troubles, the IEA director
went on to defend the single, king-size plant for Oaxaca
City. Notwithstanding the crisis, his colleagues continue
to study the FCC proposal for future implementation. At
the same time, they are contemplating alternatives.

"Together with the University of New Mexico," said
Dario Herrera, "we’re experimenting with so-called
constructed wetlands [reed beds]. Unfortunately, this
natural sewage treatment is designed for small rural
communities with ample land. As far as know, none of
the low-technology waste-water systems can handle the
levels of contamination generated by a big city. Hence
the need for a large conventional plant. It’s really our
only choice."

That, it would seem, is debatable. According to a for-
mer official of the Comisi6n Nacional de Agua National
Water Commission (CNA), a single sewage plant would
be a mistake. "Frankly," said Octavio Galindo Hernan-
dez Cruz, who now works in the irrigation sector, "I
don’t think Dario Herrera has any idea what he’s talk-
ing about. He’s a political appointee. Before this post, he
had no experience whatsoever in the water sector."

Galindo Hernandez, who spent 18 years as a CNA
water engineer, is currently advising the Costa Rican
government on sewage policy. His waste-water treat-
ment formula for that country’s capital is the same as
for Oaxaca City- namely, small conventional sewage
4 WF-9

Sewage expert Octavio Galindo Hernandez Cruz.

plants scattered across town. "We have six sewage-
discharge mains located along the river banks," he said.
"Each should have its own facility."

His logic makes s,, On one hand, multiple facili-
ties would minimize the all-or-nothing risks of a single
mega-plant. After all, even well-designed and well-
operated machines are not infallible. Large, highly cen-
tralized operations are subject to power failures, equip-
ment breakdowns, employee strikes, any one of which
can result in the discharge of untreated sewage.

On the other hand, Galindo Hernandez reckons that
with more bite-size investments for smaller plants, the
city would be freed from having to wait indefinitely for
20 million dollars of windfall financing which may
never come. "Small plants are clearly the answer," he
concluded, "yet the water pooh-bahs just don’t want to
listen."

Why? Because saving money and solving problems
aren’t necessarily priorities in Mexico’s water sector,
Galindo Hernandez suggested. "The pricier the pro-
ject," he added, rubbing his fingers against an imagi-
nary dollar, "the richer the bureaucrat."

Local businessmen think small is beautiful too. Last
Saturday I had a private lesson on the advantages of
mini-treatment plants from two entrepreneurs who build
them for a living. One of the partners, Oscar Cicares de
Rarnirez, owns a yellow colonial house across from the
Santo Domingo Church in Oaxaca’s historic center. Its
open-air courtyard bursts with color: pink-blossomed hi-
biscus trees, red-filed roofs, green limestone arches; a
perfect place to talk sewage.

"You’d think we were in Maoist China," quipped Le-
opoldo Cabilleses, Cicares’s 66-year-old partner. "Rip-
ping everything down to fix it, building mammoth col-
lector mains for some behemoth treatment plant, it’s



Sewage treatment plant
builders and business partners,
Leopoldo Cabilleses (left) and

Oscar Cdcares de Ramirez (right)

crazy... What we should be thinking is how to
use the infrastructure already built. Clearly, lit-
tle plants over the main sewage valves would
achieve that objective."

Cicares demurred. Drawing on 30 years of
experience as a chemical engineer, he argued
pessimistically that Mexican cities will always
mishandle fancy waste technology, big or small.
The country, he believes, simply lacks the re-
sources- human and financial- to operate
and maintain sophisticated sewage plants. To il-
lustrate the point, he described the wheezing
units his company has been hired to resuscitate.
"We find nails used to fix pumps, wire coat
hangers to secure latches, everything imagin-
able," he said, adding that "it doesn’t take long
for poorly-trained operators to jerry-rig the en-
tire place."

Some plants are handicapped from birth. In an
effort to cut costs, public officials tend to whittle
budgets down to the point that project designs
become useless, according to Cicares. That’s
what happened at Flores Mag6n, a public hous-
ing project located on the east side of Oaxaca
City. In 1990, the CNA built a diminutive sewage
plant on the edge of the low-income neighbor-
hood. Cicares attended the inauguration.

"It was pathetic," he recalled. "The plant cap-
tured only a small portion of the sewage leaving
the housing project. Once treated, it was
dumped right back downstream with the un-
treated waste water. Needless to say, when the
mayor cut the ribbon, I didn’t clap."

On a visit to Flores Mag6n, verified that the
plant, for better or for worse, is operational.
That’s more than can be said for the two other

Crippledom birth: The troubled sewage treatment
plant at Flores Mag6n, Oaxaca City
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rinky-dink plants in Oaxaca City, or for most of the 27
waste-water facilities scattered around the state.

Preliminary conclusion: machines aren’t saving Mex-
ico from its sewage problem. The foreign water compa-
nies, spooked by crisis, have gone home. The imported
technology they left behind, in most cases, doesn’t
work. Meanwhile, as the waste waters rise, the return of
cholera has made a medieval mockery of Mexico’s mod-
ernization process.

In desperation, some call for extreme measures. One ir-
rigation official suggested half jokingly that someone
should organize the farmers down river, sneak them up
the Rio Atoyac and plug Oaxaca City’s sewage dis-
charges with concrete. Likewise, a former director of
Oaxaca’s Public Works Ministry allegedly wanted to
cover the city’s twin rivers with cement, burying the
problem once and for all.10 In the name of all things
downstream, is there no better way?

DRY LATRINES: NO MORE FLUSH AND FORGET

Do you regard human excreta as a valuable resource,
or as an unpleasant and dangerous waste product?

If you subscribe to the latter concept, then any discus-
sion of human feces probably makes you squirm.
Chances are you’re glad the government spends billions
of tax dollars to dispose of the taboo waste. You probably
have a toilet which uses about 13,000 gallons of fresh wa-
ter each year to move a mere 165 gallons of body waste.
But hey, that’s not your concern. You flush, you forget.

If, however, you subscribe to the former concept, then
you probably don’t live in the Americas. Indeed, you
may come from a composting country and feel comforta-
ble discussing fecal matters. Perhaps you are Chinese,
where the composting of human excreta has been prac-
ticed for thousands of years. In 1956, for example, an esti-
mated 90 percent of all human excrement produced in
that country was collected and used as fertilizer.11

That same year, the Vietnamese Health Ministry took
it one step further, designing a waterless compost la-
trine. It would later be hailed as the single most impor-
tant factor in the prevention of disease and the promo-
tion of health in that country’s history.12 Built far and
wide, the double-vaulted, on-the-spot composters hit
the modern sewage problem at its source: through the
reduction of discharges of excreta into water bodies,
ground water and soil. In her book, Health in the Third
World, Dr. Joan McMichael summarized the importance
of the program:

"It strikes at the root cause ofmany of the most intract-

able diseases of the developing countries cholera,
dysentery, typhoid It also solves, in part at least, the
problems offertilizing the soil, since the yearly amount
of sterilized organic manure that can thus be obtained
is estimated at 600,000 tons.-13

Thus the word spread. Thirty years later, half way
around the world, a Mexican medical student learned
of the Vietnamese experience. In 1988, Enrique Vignau
attended an international conference on sanitation held
in Mexico City. At the event, experts criticized Mexico’s
modern water carriage system (i.e., drainage and sew-
ers). How, a speaker asked, could a country with severe
water shortages, where millions of people depend on
public spigots, use 40 percent of its household water to
flush the toilet? Condemning that cruel convenience,
the panelists called the modern toilet not clean and safe,
but dirty and dangerous.

From the audience, Vignau recalled the stinking

Committed to weaningMexico offflush toilets, Enrique
Vignau displays a rustic urinal inside the offices ofEspacios

Culturales, A.C. in downtown Oaxaca City.

10. Statement made during private conversation between the public official and Oscar Cicares de Ramirez in 1990.

11. Uno Winblad Wen Kilama, Sanitation Without Water, (WHO), 1978, p.24
12. Ibid., p.33.
13. Quoted from Ibid, p. 33.
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waterways and the downstream disease he had wit-
nessed while doing field research. Seeing the irrational-
ity of it all, he decided right then and there to help wean
Mexico off water toilets. "It was one of those defining
moments, you could say," said Vignau.

The next year, he moved to Oaxaca City and founded
Espacios Culturales A.C., a non-governmental organiza-
tion dedicated to the grass-roots application of alterna-
tive environmental technology. Since then, he has
worked nearly full-time promoting a slightly-modified
version of the Vietnamese dry latrine. "We chose that
model over others: Hindu, Chinese, Swiss, German,"
Vignau explained, holding up a rustic urinal, part of the
latrine building kit on display inside his office. "Our
only major adjustment has been the addition of a mod-
ern toilet bowl Mexicans don’t like to squat."

The design is simple. The sanitario seco, as it’s called in
Spanish, operates on three basic principles. First, it sep-
arates urine from fecal matter. Diverted through hoses
and pipes, the urine is collected, diluted with water and
used for irrigation; or, it is deposited into a deep gravel
pit.14 Second, fresh fecal matter is always covered with a
mixture of earth, ashes and lime. This accelerates de-
composition while killing dangerous bacteria and elim-
inating odors and flies.

Third, the latrine is built entirely above ground and
near the house, consisting of two vaults (made of ce-
ment, brick clay) underneath a toilet bowl. Once the
first receptacle is full, it is sealed completely for six
months, shutting out all light, water and air. The toilet
bowl is then positioned above the second, empty vault.
Once that is full (at least six months later), the recepta-
cle is sealed and the first chamber is then opened and
emptied of fertilizer, and so on.

"If you understands these rules," said Vignau, "the
latrine works perfectly: no smell, no flies, no disease
and lots of safe manure."

In 1989, however, Oaxaca’s public officials were un-
impressed. Looking for sponsors, Vignau visited nu-
merous government offices: the Public Works Ministry,
the National Water Commission, Oaxaca’s public hous-
ing department. Four years later, despite several suc-
cessful pilot projects, the authorities continued to ig-
nore his appeals. Then something happened. In a
sudden turnaround, the state government built 12,000
compost latrines in 1994, followed by 15,000 in 1995! As
many are budgeted for this year. What explains the
change? "One person really," said Vignau. "The gov-
ernor’s wife."

The First Lady? "Yes," he affirmed. "She has been
largely responsible for elevating our campaign from a
pilot project to a state-wide program drawing on local,
federal and international funding."

Notjust any governor’s wife, Clara Scherer (seen in her DIF
office), fights cholera and saves lives with dy latrines.

Clara Scherer, whose husband, Di6doro Carrasco, has
governed Oaxaca since 1993, had just returned from an
official trip to Spain when paid a visit in late June. Her
office sits inside the state headquarters of Desa’ollo Inte-
gal de la Familia Family Services Agency (DIF). Loung-
ing in the waiting room, observed the cluttered wall
photos: the governor’s portrait; twirling Oaxacan danc-
ers; dirt-poor Zapotec children studying their ABC’s.

"I don’t take any personal credit for the latrines," said
the First Lady, leaning back in her chair, twiddling with
a pencil. She was not the glamorous volunteer-type
had expected: no make-up, a white sleeveless shirt,
plain silver bracelets, messy brown hair. Surrounded by
hand-woven textiles on the walls, she had more the air
of an anthropology professor than a politician’s wife.
"In 1993," she continued, "cholera had arrived, children
were dying. We needed a solution and Espacios Cultu-
tales had it."

Actually, Scherer wasn’t just being modest. The dry-
latrine program forms part of an international cam-
paign sponsored by UNICEF to reduce infant mortality.
In 1990, Mexico officially signed on. Three years later,
the state of Oaxaca began participating through the
local DIF office. Thanks to Scherer, however, and her
awareness of the plight of Mexican children, her hus-
band’s administration prioritized the latrine program.

14. For males, the dry latrine separates liquid wastes using a wall urinal attached to an outside hose. For females, the system
involves a specially-molded toilet bowl featuring a division inside the basin for urine--in frontmand solid waste--in back.
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Jer6nimo Perez standing on the steps ofhis dT/ latrine

As she avowed: "The governor is committed to provid-
ing safe means for the deposit of excreta for every Oaxa-
can household."

Due to limited resources, however, the campaign has
targeted only those communities with between 500 to
2,500 inhabitants, or places where cholera has struck.
"Wherever the latrines have been built," Scherer boasted,
"cholera has disappeared. If people were skeptical of the
dry latrines before, they’re begging for them now."

But what about Oaxaca City? What about Vignau’s
successful trial runs undertaken in 1990 in the periph-
eral slums? With scarce drainage, dense populations
and concentrated misery, shouldn’t those irregular
human settlements get dry latrines too? "Yes, in the-
ory," the First Lady replied. "As said, however, we
have had to prioritize, targeting only those regions in
Oaxaca with the highest levels of poverty."

That said, Schcrer proceeded to offer a series ofjustifi-
cations for denying city residents dry latrines. Her con-
tention that providing urban services in general is actu-
ally counterproductive caught my attention: "We’re not
going to reduce rural-urban migration by attending to
the urban neighborhoods," she explained. "To the con-
trary, if we provide services in the countryside, people
will stop moving to the city."

That’s questionable. Yet Scherer’s general message
WF-9

finds echo in government offices across Oaxaca City. A
spokesman for the Ecological Institute of the Public
Works Ministry, for example, claimed recent arrivals to
Oaxaca City accept flush toilets and nothing else.
"When we offer them alternative services, like dry la-
trines," said Cuitlahuac Hernandez, "people complain
that they’re being treated like second-class citizens."

Likewise, State Water Institute director Dario Herrera
opposes compost latrines for urban communities. He crit-
icized the system for failing to resolve the soapy water
problem, yet acknowledged its limited benefits. "It’s a
start," the engineer said, "but still a half-baked solution
addressing only part of the problem, perhaps the least
critical one." I decided not to ask if he really believed that
soap suds are more infectious than human waste.

Regarding costs, he stressed that urbanites always de-
mand drainage for taking showers, washing clothes,
etc. in addition to alternative technologies like dry la-
trines. Unfortunately, the state cannot afford such over-
lapping investments. "Besides," he concluded, "it’s the
municipality’s jurisdiction anyway."

City officials bristle at such comments. "That’s pure
hypocrisy," blurted the director of the Municipal Ecol-
ogy Office, as I recited the IEA view. Stressing the need
for dry latrines in the state’s capital, Manuel Gonzalez
Zarate regretted that the city’s coffers are empty due to
partisan politics. According to him, since January the
state government has withheld 95 percent of the munici-
pal budget of P$200 million (U.S.$26.6 million). "The
PRI [Mexico’s ruling party] wants to undermine the
credibility of the mayor because he belongs to the PAN
[center-right opposition party]," said Gonzalez Zarate.

The abandoned sugar hacienda in San Luis Beltrdn, Oaxaca



A viewjS"om the slopes of thejerT"y-built neighborhood ofVista Hermosa in Oaxaca City:
Julietta Cruz Chavez and her children stand beside their newly-built compost latrine.

"As pocketbook prisoners, we can’t even pay our rent,
let alone build latrines."

Hence the question remains: Do compost latrines of-
fer a solution, albeit partial, to the urban sewage de-
luge? Or, are they strictly rural remedies? Granted,
wealthy urbanites won’t easily forsake flush toilets. But
what about the urban poor, the people who live on land
no one else wants, that is too wet, too dry, too steep or
too polluted for normal habitation? If they’re willing to
throw up makeshift hovels, made of whatever they can
find- sticks, fronds, cardboard, tar-paper, gasoline
tins then why wouldn’t they be receptive to dry la-
trines? After spending some time on their turf, one
tends to think they are.

A LOO WITH AVIEW

"The government offered us drainage four years
ago," said 63-year-old Jer6nimo Perez, a weathered con-
struction worker. "We said no, we’re just fine with our
sanitarios secos, thank you."

Bending beside his dry latrine, Perez scooped a cup of
powder from a rusty bucket. Walking up five cement
stairs, he tossed the mixture of earth, ashes and lime
into the toilet bowl. "That’s how it works, very simple,"
he explained, turning around to appreciate his loo with
a view: the grandkids rolling around on the dirt drive-
way; the dabble of flaxen corn stalks in the yard; the
loose chickens and ragtag houses across the road; the
urban sprawl cramming the valley below.

A century ago, San Luis Beltrin, which has 250 inhab-
itants and hugs the mountain slopes in the northeast
corner of Oaxaca City, was a sugar hacienda. In recent
decades, the state capital has gobbled up the adjoining
farmlands. Since 1990, in fact, three new settlements
have crept up the hillside just beneath San Luis Beltrin.
Per6z, whose grandfather labored on the old sugar plan-
tation, looks down on those newcomers, literally and
figuratively.

In 1992, representatives from the Public Works Minis-
try visited here offering to install a drainage system in
exchange for a strip of the community’s land on which
to build a new ring road. As is often the case in the ur-
ban periphery, that tender sparked fierce protests from
the settlers just down the hill. Without drainage them-
selves to compliment San Luis Beltrin’s, the latter’s
sewage would have ended up in their back yards. Fortu-
nately, the squawking ended when San Luis Beltrin de-
clined the offer, mystifying government officials and
placating the down-slope dwellers.

Per6z explained their logic. "What ruins a neighbor-
hood?" he asked rhetorically, flipping the cup back into
the bucket. "Soapy water? Shower suds? No, uncon-
trolled caca (excreta): the flies, the worms, the stench.
With the sanitarios secos, we had already cleaned that
mess, so why ask for more problems?"

According to Espacios Culturales, San Luis Beltrin was
the first place in the entire state to build dry latrines. In
1990, Vignau arrived with minuscule public funding
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Neighborhood toilet talks:
Elena Hernandez (middle)
discusses sewage problems
with Julietta Cruz Chavez
(left) and Hector Aguilar

(right) in Vista Hermosa.

and built 25 waterless units, one of which was Per6z’s.
Most of the neighbors scoffed at the experiment, so Vig-
nau formed a special latrine committee. As president,
Per6z was put in charge of promoting the sanitarios secos
and monitoring their use every day. "I was very dili-
gent," he boasted. "I’d catch the little ones forgetting to
cover their caca with the powder, and we had to fix lots
of leaks."

His efforts paid off. Within six months, the people
who had previously shunned what they considered to
be just another outhouse, observed the odorless system,
noted the lack of flies and examined the fertilizer. "Soon
they were asking me how to build one," recalled Per6z,
grinning over the appeals for his expert advice. Today,
virtually everyone in this hillside community has a wa-
terless loo.

FROM FILTH TO FLOWERS

About 20 minutes’ drive from Per6z’s house, across
town and up an even steeper mount, lies the jerry-built
neighborhood of Vista Hermosa (Beautiful View). Look-
ing straight across the valley from here, one can spot the
soaring ruins of Monte Albin, which hark back to an
age when Oaxacan Indians didn’t suffer the urban ills
that shape life in these surrounding shacks. Julietta
Cruz Chavez, who lives in one, won’t bow to circum-
stance, however; that’s why she built a dry latrine.

"I want my children to grow up healthy," she said, as
her tiny daughter darted behind her mother’s skirt.
Juan, 6, leaned against their one-room house, chewing
on a chicken bone. "We built the sanitario seco just two
months ago," Julietta explained, pointing down a
gravel hill at the cement-block structure. "I think it’s go-
ing to help."

If Jer6nimo Perez’s is the oldest compost latrine in
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Oaxaca, this must be the newest. Yet it’s not the first, in
fact, Espacios Culturales helped build 45 dry latrines here
at about the same time that San Luis Beltrin did. Six

years later, the construction of Julietta’s attests to the im-
portance of that organization’s underlying goal: to help
create a well-informed and active citizenry. Indeed,
when Julietta could no longer stand the stench of her out-
house, neither public officials nor non-governmental acti-
vists offered her a solution. A neighbor did.

Elena Hernandez, 53, who taught Julietta how to
make her dry latrine, lives nearby in the house her hus-
band built 17 years ago. To get there, we followed a nar-
row footpath winding along a parched ravine. On the
way, I lost my footing in the troubled soil where defo-
restation has left nary a weed growing. Hence my sur-

prise when we opened the gate to Elena’s courtyard, re-
vealing a carnival of colors and cascading flowers beds.

"I planted everything with my compost," the woman
declared, giddy with pride as she gestured toward her
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garden. "Every blossom, every petal grown with ferti-
lizer from the bathroom."

Like Per6z in San Luis Belrin, Elena was one of the
first people to build a sanitario seco in Vista Hermosa. As a
matter of fact, was introduced to her by the person
who oversaw that construction back in 1990. Hector
Aguilar, who has worked for Espacios Culturales since
Vignau founded it in 1989, has been coming back here
ever since. "We owe it all to him," asserted Elena, pat-
ting her young friend on the back. "The man who re-
potty trained us," she added, guffawing.

Aguilar and I drove back downtown together. On the
way, he told me that he secretly dreams of opening
neighborhood microenterprises across the city where
people like Elena and Julietta could collectively grow
and sell flowers using compost from their dry latrines.
Farther down the road, he volunteered another dream:
to get the governor to sign a decree declaring a morator-
ium on the construction of further drainage systems
across the state of Oaxaca. Aguilar argued that this
would require private citizens to assume responsibility
for their household wastes and lead to the widescale ap-
plication of cheap yet effective sewage-reduction
technologies.

"Freezing the expansion of the drainage network
would go a long way toward solving our sewage prob-
lem," he stated. Yet he quickly lamented that the decree
will probably never come to pass. For that, he blamed
the water authorities and the bureaucracy they control:
"They generate a lot of revenues laying drainage pipes
and selling water, and dry latrines pose a threat to that
income."

How so? For starters, the sanitarios secos help decrease
the need for drainage, the construction of which creates
a chain of profits for all concerned: neighborhood lead-
ers, contractors, water engineers, public officials.

Elena Hernandez shows off
her compostflower garden
beside Hector Aguilar of
Espacios Culturales

At the same time, in low-income settlements lying
outside the reach of the basic services net (e.g., Vista
Hermosa), residents pay cash for water trucks to come
and fill the communal tank each week. Since dry la-
trines reduce trips to the spigot, they also decrease the
revenues made from water sales.

"It’s a big Mafia," said Aguilar. "About 500 people
currently draw salaries from the water bureaucracy.
They have no interest in people like Elena and Julietta
learning to help themselves."

"So there’s your answer," he concluded as dropped
him off on the corner by his office. "Oaxaca City has
few dry latrines, not because they’re only suitable for
rural villages, or anti-urban, but because they’re anti-
bureaucratic."

That night I went to bed early, tired from travel and
feeling under the weather. As summer rains pelted the
roof, I imagined Julietta and her children up in Vista Her-
mosa. Braving the thunder, her son Juan slipped outside,
sliding down the wet gravel hill to relieve himself in the
sanitario seco. As if by cue, my upset stomach rumbled
and headed for our flush toilet. Funny though, as the
waste water began to swirl felt guilty, picturing the
journey implied: past the wheezing treatment plant; into
the swollen Rio Atoyac; onto some down river dairy farm;
and up the infected udder of a poor, unsuspecting cow.

Climbing back into bed, recalled the words of that
veterinarian in Etla Valley, the one who revealed the se-
cret about quesillo cheese. As he and were leaving the
stables, Rub6n Langle lowered his voice and said: "I
really look forward to the June showers." We stopped to
kick manure off our boots. "I hate to admit it, but in my
line of work the sicker the cows, the better the money."

I watched the ceiling fan whirl, listened to the toilet
bowl fill, and felt even guiltier. 1
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